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Teaching Autobiography with, the
Ilelp of Hobbes ,,.Locke, and Hume

Mark E. Blum
University of Louisville

Autobiography, the relating.of one's life, is 'a manner;, of. self- expression

We M,iyinfer-Whaealwayaexisted; the telling

one's life satisfies many

o

dimensions iof being human, whether one:be the terler or the..110tOotr.

NevertheleaS, formal auJobiogaphy'did not become' a custoMaty*rt.of
Western culture until the eightemith tentury--the41ge of.EnlightenmeUt.
.

.

The eighteenth Century:was a period when men and women Claithed that

an in -;,
I

I

,

dividuai.life was equalin.value to any other lifemerely beCaUse it existed,
that/eachireison had the right .to determine the

system which would

1

//,

govern himi and thareach person had the right to.PUrsue a Self-defined,
/N..

,happiness withMeans'that were self-dl ermined.
Autobiography was a natural tool to give indivithiala courage.to take
such assertions:

Encourage a person to:ascertain 'the facts of leis existence,

help him hape them into a coherent structure

and guide,lam in the naming
,

'Ts

1

of valueS held, skills possessed, and actions accomplished, and you will see
1-

an individual'assert with certainty and Courage his own, existence.

Two

eighteenth:Century personalities who,helped.Trovide this guidance for their-.
,

.

peers-andlthOuaandb WhO came after were Benjamin Franklin and. JeanJacques

Rouss au.,aFranklin and Rousseau were Very different personalities, with

tempraments poles apart, butboth agreed in the-vane:of autobiOgraphy, that
7

thetelling of one s life was self - educational and educational for others.
The story of, their lives gave Western society autobiographical models which
became standards for asserting and learAing:what a life has. to tell:

We'live ia:the7Aate twentieth century in an age thatila8 begun to

tediscoverthei!ealthytpoSitivimof the 18th century. .7116 assertion of
One's own selfbased Upon the accurate,-:evidence of one's actual life, can

transfor

"everyman" Into a self- possessed; autonOmoXperson, who cah meet
\

his present andluthre,with a certitude gaine
had.thia seIf-aSsUrance, eve
A

from his'past.

Franklin

before the storm years of thelimerican

ReVolUtion, as a result of self-analysis; he w ites in his first attempt

4
S

at autobiography in 1771:

As-constant good fortune has accompanied me even to an
advancea period of life, my posterity will'Perhaps be desirods,
of learning theNneans which I employed, and which, thanksto
'Providence, so well succeeded with me. They may also deem theb
fit to be imitated, should any of, them find.themselves in
similar circumstances. That good fortune; When I reflected
on it, which is frequently the case, has induced me sometimes
to say that were;if left to my choice, I should have no objection
to go over the.same life from it beginning to the end, only
asking the advantage authors
e of correcting in a second
edition some faults of the fir t.
(Franklin, 1952, p. 3)
Rousseau, too, evidences the buoyancy which comes from se

lysis:

I have resolved on an enterprise which has no
which,-once complete, will have no imitator. My
is to display to my and a portrait in aYary way
and the man I shall portray will be myself.
Simply myself. I know my own heart and understand Sm
man. But I am made unlike any one I have ever Met; I\wi

venture to say that Lam like no one in the whole world.
may be 110 better, but at least I am different. Whether Nature'
did well or ill in breaking the mould in which she fbrmhd
is a question. which can only be resolved after'the readin
my book.
(Rousseau,1954,
We may take issue with Rousseau's lack of modesty, but h
us.a model for the carefully detailed-self:histO4y which even today can
help us organize our personal past.

:The student.teach are tot.overtly concerned with persbnaleidentity
'Unless:they are asked.to explicitly consider their own. ;American culture
shows increasing signs

hat.individualS are implicitly caught. up-with a

desire.foruleat personal identity,. often exhibiting'symptoms.of identity
crises, but the culture has yet tb'make.time and.opportunity in .its :social
4

norms for...the formulatiOn.of personal identity as a.necessary activity;

Publ c education began to incorporate identity. activities into the

cur it
icula'in the 1960s:

R:- 12

language experience edUcation which stressed an

4

on -going sense of personal history, magic circle discussion groups, self
'

concept sessions for behavioral as Well as non-behavioral problem students

and the maniidentity,relatedTactivities of the new-approaches
,

4

.

eduCation were,among the valUable activities' which brought a new diMension to
1

ofthe'individual.

our society's conscious

1

Alas, with budget E:

cuts these "frills" of humeneievelopment are:the first togo-4.

Fortunately, at the University'Of Louisville, as I write this paper,

ourAnterdisCiplinary undergraduate h4tee program still exists, and is
dedicatedto the. selfenrichMent-of sdidentS'between 17 and whateVer. age

academic inquiry censeSWe have students:lin their 70s)

I am especially

Anterested:in-helping the individual formplate:personal identity for I feel

that hUMan health requiret naearsenSe of what one's oWn-intereats,.ta!te6
notions, sk,lIs, and so forth are.:. .1 teach a course Called Identity and

raok'ety which has as one of its major goals the formulation of Identity in
each student:

Another-major goal is an appreciation of identity formulation

in the several typegtof high civilization that havgabpell part of `our
Western heritage.

Comparing oneself with others who.haVe lived in history

'helps.ua to appreciate divergentHmOdela of identity'jiorMulation

as well

N\

as locating methods and idea! that-help us With our own identity.

Identity'

is what, we perceive ourselves as being, and as I will discuss, it can depend

upon diverse criteria, it can be structured according to several sys ems
of cultural logic,:

can b

relatively mote or less important

the-

person given the. sociological norms,of the age. -.(Character May be a

re

Constant entity in culture as it is what human's do,.not how they view w

theydo.)
My conCern:,that a selid'hiyorical framework baoptOvided for the

practiceofAdentity formulation haijed to my teaching the course over the
.past five. years with a range-of:autobiographies in one culture, spanning 200
years:

thellaited States fromthe maturity of Benjnmin Franklin to the present.

x

The course employs five't0 seven autobiographies that comprehend the
.

.

al.generatiOnS., Any cultiire.Over suficienttipe could provide-tiie:

Sete,

.

bass .for.thishiatoricardimenSiOn to Arentity form4:14tion.

.

Italy is,a

,

,

cul ute that 'comes tO'mind as rich in autobiographical' sobrces and providing

a diversity of cultural attitUdea,teWards identity foimulaiion over a
.

'

widd rarigeof years.
The advantage Of :using tie United States as a model,ia notonly its
.,.relevance:for the present student, but the .English=speaking philosophers,-

elped to establish modern thought on humanidentity were integral

whO

to the institutional norms' of law; education, and=governanee in our society.
(15881679),-,John.Loc e(1632-17.04).,

ThreeEng1iShmen,, in particUlar,:Thonas H

and4ivid Hume (1711-1776), were significant'to our thought andinstitutional
d0elOpnent in the 18th century, and their ideas persist in their relevance
lega

to

.educational, and political considerationb of human identity today.
Thomas Hobbes, in Elements of. Philosophy Concerning Body (Hobbes, 1963),

pose

an ancient Greek rid4.i aft.for.forMulatinghuman identity.

Hobbes:said,
by plank,'

Whatif you have a wooden ship named Theseus that you repair

nail by nail, until every part of the ship is replaced by a new part.'

ylea While, you have-stored each item replaced ina pile bphind the original.
,..,
ill

After replacing each part in the original ship,..you reconatruct,the.

ship.
/

stored parts into ,a second ship.

The'riddiet

which is the ship Theseus?

.

rt,answer.will depend uponthe Criterion ofidentity you choose to
#

structure your vision of the real.ship; let us review.some,poSsibilities:
.

.

I

1 - If you feel hat the.Original materials themselves determlime:whiCh
tiS the real sh p Theseus, the reconstructed shipwould-ioe-the one.
.

,

...-

i

.,

2

feel that thehiStorical act of creation.Oustudeternine.
the ship then even though each part was replaced,' the; first ship
If

is still the Theseus.-

..'

Both ships could be a Theseu%11 we argue branalogY tothe biological
prOcesSes of cloning im.which new individuals are Created1.dentical-in pattern:butdifferene-in substance...-

-5-

7here are undbubtedly other,Jaysuf answe
4

.

_ .

answv.ahOuld seek to base itself on facts of

this.riddle, but each

ome sort,:and a1here to a

One should:resist a contemporary mode of thought which

logical argument&
.

4

Would call thO'ship\Theseris

and Theseus-II without.a reason.

h Century

Thomas Hobbes lived inn the midst of the political storms;p

.

.

government

England. ..His Leviathan argued for)a strong, ordering authority.:

arrived at by mutual consent.

His views -on identity recognizecLthat various

forms; of ordering.onOs facts of' expeitence, attributing meaning to one s life,

(indeed, determining whoune was, depended-upon a guiding criterion.

One

-defink=one's terms well, and the self7evidenCe of, everyday experience Would

support a clear. sense of identityas well as alife_grdeted by coherent
,
.

principle.

The aspeCts of identity thatsuit the'formulation of human
.

identity are various, but any asOect doesJdnction_as a mechanism that
sends a thread back into memory to sort into meaningful patterns past and
4

present experience%

In the Identity and 'Society coursed:have ale students

organizetheir life into phases accordingtoeveral preferred aspects;
I have them develop critical essays on the lives of historical individuals
based on one.or several aspects Of identity., Atbhg-the-:aspects,used.are
.early, memories, family, interests, Ideas, purposes, work, influences, emotions

and tastes, personal territories,. Values;.skills, preferred everyday activities,

social labels, and one's own lanzuage style.
:1

Giving shape to oneself is the synthetic act which giv
w

the faCts

.

gathered according to aspects of identity their.jiroper weight, meaning, and
,

continuity.

Often, there is more than one, way to. understand oneself; each

path an:aspect suggests can open another facet. of:OUrseiVea.

I tell the

students in tkis first phase ofthe:CoUrse:to consider themselves rebuilding
)

,

the .ship TheseUS as they tutn,totheir lives. :A:modern'thinker has put

it,:-.

'e are like sailors who' niUstrebuild Or:ship on the open sea, we Cannot'

.7

.

sd,

return to port, nor can we alWays choose-only the'beat parts" ..(Otto Neutath);

we are launched into life without a clear vision of4rseiVes: and life seems'
to demand that we reach a coherent Understanding while in tt a midst of the
4

..adventure.

.

Analyzing our life etcording to distinct aspe

s is the first

step of g,critical, autobiographical process that can help us gaia sense
of integrity. while Cohtinuin
.

to live' in, the midat,pfeverits:

,

.

The second phase ,of .fin autobiographiCal,apptoaCh tocoriels ptesent

identity, end'a weighing, of 4th,PtPetmits-modificion and aUgmenta ion,.
is made posgible by the logi

thought-of John Locke

Locke.ttesse

the

importance of structuring thp. acts of identity,,I-.e. the data developed
according to certain aspects, into a coherent Vislon of, oneself that bordered
on a, philosophy of life,.a story. Of.oneselfi or, at the mini4M,4 e.set of

conscious operating principles that determined what reality was. '.Locke
offered not only justificatiod for the, authority of every:individual to.:

determine his own, life meaning, he discussed, the skills of theieasoning.

.

process which would Make possible the'personal
v

truCturing of identity:

Locke s viewof personal identity parallel d his democratic view of
individual:

each peraon'is born a human animal without any inherited

dispositions; eXperiende and education aeterminetthe basic elements- of human

Character; the individual'is frjifo shape his life for better or_fOr
worsewhen hereaches the age of.7_41'lt competence:

In the work which. outlines.

these views,'An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690),-1,00ce,also

articulated the sdveral mental pperaUons which-underlie autobiogrnpacal
exerCise7-among them, the skills of perception, remembrance_, contemplation;

leasoning, judg0g, and demonstrating with tettitude.

'Locke stressed that identityand charactet:are not neceasarilyzongruent
unless the individual maies a Cooscions.effort to shape his chatactdrq

according tocancepts of:personal identity:arrived at through reflection.
Or

.

.

.-4/

.

One must study his own habits, qualities

and.accomplishments.

IPetsonal

.

,r

identity is/ iihat we know about.onrselves, and Character is.what,we do

habitually.

We do not'aligays recognize the traits of our character., and
e

.

qpnnot speak.of, o± even perceive these traits until they are identified
What.

'thotih:desctiption,) and raised to concept through caref01 definition.

One can name in' himself becomes onel's..identity; the intellectual, emotiopal,
and social skills of the indi'vidual may then shape these'qualities into
.

.

permanent traits of character.

Locke held that whatever went unrecognized,

' thus not accessible to correction or tmprovement, was not part of one's
personal identity.

This latter appreciation is a highly tadicalspOsition,
temporary insanity; if

and, oneTyhfCh underlif our modern coffception

°

one acts and is unaware of .`his actions, unable to recall what he did.cklis
)

role in an event,.one may be said to not have a Personal-identity at that
Thus, one must exercise attentionand will at all .tiMes*,,,

particular tith .

L

in order to maintain a .coherent.persOhality..
'

It is appropriate. to consider John Locke at sopie'Iengtb aswe discuss.
.

,

the'value of autobiography, for he has provided modern autobiography with

Reviewing him enabler us to see the

its fundamental principles and skills.
.go

origin of contemporary perspectives any)issues of personal identity.

Locke

hAs provided modern philosophy, law, and psychoilogywith.principles of
.

personal identity that still hold. sway: .When'modern philosophers write of
.

.

JOhnLocke:is.critiCal in eitery reflection;

personal

when jurists

deb4te the polemical principle of temggrary insanitY0t is Locke they affirt
.

or refute;

seek to overcome the turbuienceand

modein:cultuie, it is to Locke's positivistic notion of
self-definition and self- assertion that

they turn.

His methodolOgy

emphasizes` structuring the content of present consciousness is used in
,

growth)and,awareness'groups, and-behavioral psychology, which stresses
Ar: ,=
.

'poSitive.reinforcement as a means of-shaping and guiding personal behavior.
41402'

Among the Structuring prinCiples that
provide a.tife. with overall, coherence

provide the \depth and Scope

are those

of time and content.

gAs to time, personal 'identity can bean outgrowth -0.f,(4chionological

..sequenCeofeventsiit can be the resultof'bielogical stages of development;
.anC' it can be the product of cyclical patterns of behavior, activities, or
.

ptber. korces thatjmi4nge on the individual.

Within one of these structuring.

-

principles of time, the scope and dimension' chosen will provide a more
refined coherence:

one may balinterested in the history of childhood,

professionallife, or family life.

Moreover, few or,many events may be

%,

dealt with in each temporal phase chosen.

Some of the most profound

biographies, have been only'a few:years length and limited inheir dimension
to-only'S few events in the period considered.'
The'content principle by which one structures diverse facts of'one's

lifeCan be.borrowed from literature, religion, psychology, sociology,
and other cultural studies.

One should not shy away from the bumanistic

or scientific structures developedkas meanini systems by others; one must
feel at liberty,to use meaning systems judiciously, as heuristic insights.
0

One might approach the facts gathered.with the help of the identity criterion

Of family, and use a. Strlogical principle, such ss:sibling,rivalry to
make a coherent structure from diverse,events, and yet, one can also apply_
,

a Freudian.etiologY in turning to one's interactive facts with parentS.,
"

With the sta4ents in Identity and Society, I introduce exercises in
...

weaving facts of their life ifito the Conceptual schema of various
.

.

sociologists and psychologists.--I also have, them review the role classic
.

,

.

,

cultural*ories have had in providing episodic sequences to the way
they belieVe life operates

We review American autobiographies with an ey-k-

for,time structur6s and content structures.
.The' introduction of a semester long.journaLifi the course which has

objective the deyelopMent of:analogiet between the stuctentis
V.

10

di

5.

-9-

personal experience and the experience of the historical ihdivid a
studiedsis- another LoCkedn exercise-in the structuring of perton,
_

identity.

Fashioning interesting and empirically detailed analogies between

h 'life

of a.culturally significant person of the past, and one's own life
ciousnes

furthejs.the Lockean demand for a- strong, self-assured co

self. The mental .'review of the facts of one's life, and t e crateful
.

review of the historical individual, a pearChingempirrtal analysis
bothinstances is.followed by syntheses of meaning applied to the historical.
_

,

..

.

.

.

,individual and oneself.

The resulfant.detailed analogy provides the student

with an identity statement that hat cultural- historical depth, and ar
flexibility that comes from the conceiving of identity data in terms of a
relational system.

The third phase of an eutobiographicalepproach to one's present,'
This third

identity is made pbasible by thethought ofDavid,Hume.

phase'is somewhat more exacting than the.aparch for facts according to
,

ciiferia, dr:the'structuring 'of the facts by an ordering principle of
time or content: cif. is u \ing memory to discover new information about
oneself.

.

What-Locke neglected' waajong-term memory.

forget abou
.1

/

He-taid thetWhat we

ourselves, ,or what occurredin,the past, is not as Signlificant

-at

as What is present in our behavior andiwhat we can include in-dur'behaVior

in thefuture.

His neglect of metory, and alighting ofp4st experience was

the consequenCeof the. pain and tumult through. which he lived.
a .child

LockeY,was

the'penY 17th century political revolutions in England; be once

"I'no sooner perceived myself in the world, but I' found Myself in a
.

storm that, has, lasted almost hitherto. (FowlerYp.2)".A,Ocke became a "herea

and now" person; his stress (*building on the best of the present was an
/

understandable reaction'to much that he wished:te. forget:

-10-

David. Hume opposed many of Locke's, ideas, and in his hilOsolihy considered
J't
,r1,4.

memory in a .profound manner which bas led- to the present diScipline of
,
7--`.

.

depth psychology.; -Where Locke stressed consciousnesS of the present, Hume wrote:
.
1.,'

As memory alone acquaints, us With the Contintiance and extent
of' this 'SucCgSSion Of perCeptionS, it is:,toCwbeodsidered;* upon:
that accOunt-chiefly, as the source of _personal identity. Had
We no 'meMoryf we never shOuld have any notion of cauSation nor,
Cods equent ly of that chain of causes and 'effects:, which constitute
tyt having Once acquired this .notion of
our Self. or person.
causation from the.themdry, we can ex end 'the same chain of
sons beyond our
causes, and consequently the identitt'V Of our
and actions`,
#memory-yan!i-ead-rehend times, an circumstan
which we have entirely forgot; but Simpose In general:to have ,
x:7 of our past actions are third, of which.
existed. ' For hOW
''\
stafice, what were.
wehme any memory?' Who ,can tell mei,for
.

nuary 1715, the eleventh
his thoughts and actions. on thl firsoof
733?,
-Or 1:7i1.1 he affirm,1
of March 1719, and the thirrof August
because he *has entirely forgot the ing,identS of these days, that the
present self is not thelsamd person with the, self of. ttat time;
and by that mets overturn all tie most' established notions not
personal identity? In.this view, therefore, memory does not so
much produce as discover personal identity, byl showing us 7the
reldtion of Cause add. effect among our different perceptions.
It "ill be incumbent on ,thoA who afttzd that memory produces
entirely our personalideptJ.tyi to give a reason why we can thus
extend our idedtity Ayond our memory. - (Humei-A74, pp. 274-8.)

.

.

.

David Hume ':s emphasis that memory -discovers personal identit, rather
;,

t Locke ' s notion

ad producing it through -selective. recovery, is a

*

41

-

that' .what we do not remember is not us. 'time insistedi.r as7SigMund7.FreUd
1

did .later', that -we are what we have experienced ,:and that 'We can enlarge
.

.

our identity by ,discovering 1pag forgotten, incidenta.
.

.

We should not delude, ourselves,; that .out Asst life is elther. tinimportant
,

In fact,. given the findings of contemporary,

to our present br beyond recov
t

-

a

°

k. a.

(

,poly -jAtification in arbittarily defining

developmental psythology, Ae ha

-__

ir

a personal identity that does not-find its lines of definition froM the past
selves Of our childhood, you

,

fadolesdence, and

'much Locke can lead ,to ,fict onalizidg4e present image . of -ourselyest,..we must.

look to the facts of our past to see `ourselves truly.
4

A difficult undertaking.

.

but the work of twentieth century OsvCholomv eases the way.
The tnsimhts of -Sigmund 'Freud, Carl ,Jung; and other depth psychOIOgists
,

.

'

of the twentieth;teniuty..who. have contribUted..ttile_study of identity and
.

y

.

-11.

and Charadter, bring out the need todevelop skills Ofmemoiy. whichcan
penetrate the various. ages of our past developMent, amplifying. partial

images into full.tableauS of past experience4"as-pelf as the need to think
about the .facts we identify in such introhection...
.

nappily,the work of Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, and others, offers

4
us .ethods whereby we can plumb. these.depths of memory. Many df the
.

techniques of depth psychology Can be used imself-guided, reflection on

-7s,

,

personal identity..

Cdnstructing an autobiography is not/psychotherapy;

itis a consciously creative series of reflections which-ere less emotive
than'therap, , and mere valuable for reinfortingonels awareness of personal
I-,

skills, values, intereatS, tastes, and.theman5i other criteria of personal
/

identity, than therapy,: Which seeks solutions to a present problem, or
support

present growth, not stressing the:ariicula
.).

cter.that
char.

tonstitOte,personal identity.:

A-Strong,pesonal.idenAty, one that iajlexible,Hy t'canStruCted from
the:true data Of-our'experience,.ean SupPoitand facilitate therapy.
.

_

.

The
,

.

,

.

miladjusttents and diatOridristhat:zothe frOnithe%iindr Ormajor trauma df.

'experience., if they.Tareto bediscovered and healedequire:an ego that
-tail participatS.iri the'disOovery,,:and integrate the new information into an
adeqUate,serise of present identit5c:

!lisc very allows fOr-a glancing

The autobiegraphibal exercise of memory

off
ff:areas
o
in which a. therapist must b

.

Prsentas aguids.:, Autobioaphical memory discovery is equivalent' to the.
exercisesin self74nalysis followedA3
Dreams

Much 14Ormationcan be

Freud In the writing of Interpretation of
red that leads to new'perspectives on

the p4st and'the present, however, any deep- seated pathologies remain hiddeb

bec.auge of thematurarlimis of a, fallible ego.

If the Petson:gets'tooclose

to painful :material, a repression; a sublimatiori, or other defenses, will
naturally. occur.

The exercises I. pursUe with the students to develop this third phase

.of autobiographical recegniiionthe discovery of newfacts of self through
1 7

.

-12r

memory - -are 'of two

inds.

One is.the mental recall of past events which .are

sought initially by theme, such as past achievement, past love affair

past

detailed-mental
family gatherings, and'theni.by.visualizing the event in its
1.magery,'the person is expOsed to facts which may Shed new light on the event,

or even facts.that are new in themselves.

"(Freudlaview that such memories

individual's
may be fittional in themselves is understood .(Freud, 1959); an

analysis of the scenario recalled still provides key images which could.in
therapy open up the realm of experience screened
.--

.

the memory.

Moreover;

.

U
grappling consciously
with the memory to identify and ascribe significance

to Specifit images could allow'the: person to assimilate painful material

in the due measure such self-analysis .permits.)
The second kind is the viewing'of-oneself as a third iserson', which
allows one to'review both paSt events in whiCh,he or she was engaged'as one
.

would-watcb-4 film of oneaelf.".

In:this activity, the student writes aboui-.

"he" or "she performing a Certain act.

This sharP'ObjectiveyieW, which is

solidly behavioral, and extlude47motivation, proVides data which, in its
empirical fullnesS,(in a phenomenological aenSe)' can:be the bases-for:an:inferential procesa that lends. new meanings for the event reviewed.

Variations

of:thisthirdIieps'Ori*proach has been used by Allen L. Edx,..m.rds in his

personality inyentorT(Edwarday1966) and by the. German,expressionist writer,.
(Er)(Kafk4,-197S) .
v 'Franz Kafka, inlfis,eries of .reflections entitled "He"

Both Edwardsand Kafka help one to.perceive oneself in an initially harsh,
yet greatly informative light.
Autobiography is-d human act, an anthropological fact of how:we

Respect" the views' and the lives ofotr

may operate if, we so choose.
.

cultural predecessors can only enrich our present as particular individuals,
ly
In the human story.

Footnotes

1

I have included in the bibliography several examples of the aforementioned
I have
.educational program that further personal identity in,the student.
included a work by MaryAnne Hall on language experience education; I
selecte4 a bibliography on values education compiled by Douglas Superka
and othas which is outstanding in -its thorough review of current pedagogy;
and, I have included two works on what may broadly be called "humanistic
education" in its Otention to dimensiOns of "selfconcept" and "affective"'
one is an anthology of readings, edited by Read and:Sim06, which
-learning:
inclgees pieces by psychologisx educators such;as Carl Rogers and
Alfred S. Altschuler; the other is on the concept of confluent education
by George IsaecBrown.
.

2

I will, mention one contemporary philosopher of identity whose work is not
alone in assuring the contemporary relevance of John Locke, to questions of
personal identity, but who is one of the best writers on the subject:
David-Wiggins. See the bi 'bliography.
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